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Welcome to Catalogue #228, March 2020. It’s been a fraught summer with February here in Perth still a
diabolically hot month. We’ve watched the catastrophes of fire and flood in the East with a few fires here but
generally just hot and dry. The flooding rains in Qld and NSW were a welcome respite for the thousands of
farmers and towns reduced to trucking water in. But now the dams are full and the rivers and creeks flowing.
(bit of luck Cubbie Station will have its own water for years to come). Reminds me of a prayer my father’s
generation used to sing: “HAIL MARY, THE CREEKS UP!”. It was ever thus in NSW. I was born on the
Castlereagh River in central-western NSW and that river was either in flood or bone dry. One or the other.
Bush fires were an ever-present summer embuggerance, fought by all the able-bodied men in town and
environs. Luckily they were never killer fires such as we’ve seen in eastern parts but were bad enough. One
has to hand it to the selfless efforts of all those who fought the fires to the point of exhaustion and beyond. It
seems to be a common thing for Australians to drop everything and plunge in regardless of the danger to help
their neighbours and communities. I’m proud to call myself an Australian although I’m not much use in a
physical sense but I can assist in other ways such as raising and donating money, providing books to help
replace libraries lost etc. So...as we look forward to the cooler months, it’s catalogue time again. I present here a
selection of good books, many of which I’ve listed previously but there are a few as first time offerings. I get
quite a bit of positive feedback on my descriptions which were developed day one back in the day. I used to
get very sketchy catalogues from old dealers (long since gone to their rewards) which were very ordinary. It’s
a bit hard to fork out good money on a book sight unseen. So I decided that the farmer in the Mallee who sits
on the dunny reading my list needs to be fully versed on what the book is about, hence my full blown
descriptions. It’s a formula which has never let me down. Also my insistence on separating books in genre and
alphabetical order is of great use to my buyers. As we go to print, the news comes through that the US and
Taliban have agreed on a full ceasefire which is great news for soldiers and families who have endured years in
the deserts of the Middle East and Afghanistan. As Churchill describes Afghanistan when he served in the
Malakand Field Force—”It’s a diabolical hell-hole”. Hopefully our governments of the future will never commit
our great troops to a war zone like this again. RIP the 41 and the many grieving families. We dedicate this list
to them all and hope there are brighter moments for the survivors. Via con Dios M & J
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Aviation
228/1. (8758) Ayris, Cyril. Kittyhawk Pilots. Stanley Milton Watt, Perth, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w and slip-case, plates, honour roll of 450 Sqn RAAF, superior paper, biblio, pp164, **the story of Stan Watt and his fellow Kittyhawk pilots of 450 Sqn, RAAF in the
desert war of WW2, vg cond, A$45.
228/2. (7116) Birdsall, Steve. Flying Buccaneers: The Illustrated Story of Kenney's Fifth Air Force. David & Charles, London,
1978. 1st UK ed, small 4to in d/w, profusely illus in colour and b/w, appendix lists the fighter aces of the 5th AF, biblio, index,
pp312, **the 5th played an important part in the Pacific War. Much of their buil-up work was done in Australia. They saw action all over the
Theatre in particular Rabaul, New Guine and later the Philippines. They flew Kittyhawks, Aircobras, Lightnings etc, vg cond and hard to
find, A$60.
228/3. (1487) Ethell, Jeffery L & Price, Alfred. Target Berlin: Mission 250: 6 March 1944. Wrens Park, London, 2002 (fp1981) Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates, index, appendices list Allied and German combat losses, pp212, **the story of the first large scale raid
on Berlin by the US 8th Air Force in which 80 planes were lost, vg cond, A$32.
228/4. (11031) Halstead, Gay. Story of the RAAF Nursing Service 1940-1990. Nungurna Press, Victoria, 1994. 1st ed, oblong 8vo
in laminated pictorial boards, signed by the author (also inscribed by Dorothy Kerr RAAF no.500447), copy #100 of 1,000, full
nominal roll, biblio, index, pp440, **they commenced in Point Cook Victoria and then spread to all theatres in which RAAF units served, vg
cond and now scarce, A$140.
228/5. (6580) Howe, Stuart. The de Havilland Mosquito: An Illustrated History. Aston Publications, UK, 1992. 1st ed, 4to in d/w
fully illus in colour and b/w, pp159, **a private venture aircraft, the wood-construction Mosquito was one of the most versatile of all British
aircraft in WW2. It operated as a fighter, an unarmed bomber, pathfinder and photo recce, vg cond, A$38.
228/6. (1112) Jay, Alwyn. Endurance; A History of RAAF Aircrew Participation in Liberator (B-24) Operations of RAF Coastal
Command 1941-1945. Banner Books, Qld, 1996. 1st ed, roy 8vo in d/w, index, appendices list models and id features plus cockpit
layouts, biblio, pp224, **the war against the U-Boats in the North Atlantic was waged by long range Libs. Again the Aussies were in everything, new, A$45.
228/7. (7817) Kane-Maguire, Leon. Desert Scorpions: A History of 459 Squadron, RAAF 1942-1945. AMHP, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed,
large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, maps & illustrations, appendices list honour roll, honours and awards and types of aircraft
flown, extensive biblio, index, pp527, **459 Sqn was formed in Egypt in 1942 and initially equipped with Hudsons but later converted to
Venturas and Baltimores. Its operations ranged from anti-submarine and convoy escort patrols including the sinking of U-97, to low level antishipping strikes and formation raids on strongly defended land targets; an excellent history, new, A$70.
228/8. (1116) Parnell, Neville. Whispering Death: A History of the RAAF’s Beaufighter Squadrons. Reed Publications, Sydney,
1980. 1st ed, large 4to in protected d/w, profusely illus with b/w plates, appendices list all air frames and their fate, biblio, index,
pp128, **a comprehensive listing of all aircraft flown and pilots, operating procedures and cockpit layouts, vg cond, now rare, A$135.
228/9. (8212) Pentland, Geoffrey. The P-40 Kittyhawk in Service. Kookaburra Technical Publications, Melbourne, 1974. 1st ed, 4to
in illustrated cloth boards, colour and b/w plates, (one page of colour plates are missing as is the front end paper), pp66, **the Curtis P-40 Kittyhawk in Australian service, apart from page damage gen fair cond and priced accordingly, A$25.
228/10. (5669) Scutts, Jerry. Republic P-47 Thunderbolt: The Operational Record. Airlife, UK, 1998. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w and
mylar, colour and b/w plates, appendices, index, pp167, **nicknamed 'the Jug', the Thunderbolt, although a heavy-weight single-seat
fighter, was a strong and powerful aircraft. Its main role was as a long-range bomber escort over Europe destroying 3,916 enemy planes. It was
superceded by the P-51 Mustang, vg cond, A$42.
228/11. (11028) Shores, Christopher. Air Aces. Bison Books, USA, 1983. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, fully illustrated in colour and b/w,
maps, biblio, index, pp192, **Hartman shot down 352 Russian aircraft on the Eastern Front in WW2. No one comes near him for numbers
but he had it easy compared to flying against the Brits and Americans over Western Europe, vgc cond, A$34.
228/12. (11030) Thompson, Joyce. The WAAAF in Wartime Australia. MUP, Melbourne, 1991. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w,
plates, chapter and source notes, biblio, index, pp422, **the formation of the Women's Auxiliary Australian Airforce in 1941 changed the
role of women in wartime. 27,000 women served in the WAAAF in 72 of the 120 trades, vg cond and now quite scarce, A$40.
228/13. (10489) Weyl, A.R. Fokker: The Creative Years. Putnam, London, 1965. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, profusely illustrated in b/w,
appendices, index, pp420, **a record in intimate detail of the formative years of the Fokker company and tells the story of the men who flew
Fokkers and made them some of the most formidable in the world especially in the 1914-18 war, d/w bit rough else vg cond, A$55.

Military Biography
228/14. (5483) Butler, D, Argent, A. & Shelton, J. The Fight Leaders: A Study in Australian Battlefield Leadership - Green, Hassett and Ferguson, 3RAR, Korea. AMH Publications, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, biblio, glossary, appendices, index, pp178, **the story of leadership within the Australian Army and in particular during WW2 and Korea. During a 12 month
period in Korea 3RAR had three battalion commanders; Green was KIA; Ferguson sacked (still debated) and Hassett went on to great things,
new, A$35.
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228/15. (10083) Chalmers, Bradley A. "Next to Impossible": The Remarkable Life of Albert Chalmers Borella, VC. Author, NSW,
2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, maps on inside boards, plates and other maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp510,
**Borella, VC. As with all VCs, totally indifferent to the dangers in front of them. A double gallantry (VC, MM), one of our truly greats. Even
Albert Jacka was in awe of him. What a man!! new, A$55.
228/16. (9744) Edwards, Cecil.. John Monash. State Electricity Commission of Victoria, Melbourne, 1970. 1st ed, large 8vo in black
leather bindings with protected but pr.cl d/w, plates, list of his honours and distinctions, biblio, pp76, **General John Monash is arguably Australia's greatest battle-field commander given his efforts on the Western Front in WW1, vg cond and SCARCE, A$55.
228/17. (6992) Essex-Clark, John, DSM. Hassett, Australian Leader: A Biography of General Sir Francis Hassett, AC, KBE, CB,
DSO, LVO. AMHP, Sydney, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp293, **Frank Hassett served as a young Duntroontrained officer with an AIF infantry battalion in Palestine, Syria, New Guinea & Bougainville in WW2. He led 3RAR at the Battle of Maryang
San in Korea and rose through 40 years of soldiering to command the ADF, new, A$36.
228/18. (4621) Facey, A.B. A Fortunate Life. Viking (Penguin) Books, Melbourne, 1984 (fp1981). 1st fully illustrated ed, large roy.
8vo in decorated d/w, pp342, **an unforgettable classic in Australian writing, told by a man who battled and won against impossible odds,
vg cond and now hard to find, A$42.
228/19. (1257) Farquhar, Murray. Derrick, VC: The True Story of One of Australia's Most Courageous AIF War Heroes, Tom
'Diver' Derrick, VC, DCM, 2/48th Bn, AIF. Rigby, Adelaide, 1982. 1st ed, 8vo in protected mint d/w, plates & 14 pages of maps,
pp205, **the great 'Diver' Derrick survived Tobruk, El Alamein, Sattelburg and was KIA on Tarakan at the end of the war in what was
thought by many as 'the innecessary war', This was one serious soldier, double gallantry, mint cond and very hard to find, A$85.
228/20. (1121) Fearnside, G.H. & Clift, DCM, Ken. Dougherty: A Great Man Among Men: A Biography of MajGen Sir Ivan
Dougherty, KtCBE, DSO & Bar. (AIF) Alpha Books, Sydney, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, index, pp212, **Dougherty
commanded the 21 Bde in Balikpapan Borneo at the end of the war. He was revered by his troops as one of the best commanders Australia fielded in WW2, vg cond and now quite scarce, A$45.
228/21. (10344) Grey, Jeffrey. A Soldier's Soldier: A Biography of Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Daly. Cambridge Uni Press,
Melbourne, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, abbreviations, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp249, **Tom Daly was a
renowned soldier and one of the most influential soldiers in Australia's military history, new, A$45.
228/22. (10984) Jackson, Robert. Douglas Bader: A Biography. Arthur Baker, London, 1983. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w,
plates, index, pp170 **the amazing Douglas Bader who lost both legs in WW2. When he recovered and, fitted with prosthetic legs, went right
back to flying Spitfires. He was shot down and encarcerated in Colditz prison and, because he was always trying to escape, they confisca ed his
legs, what a man!! Vg cond, A$36.
228/23. (4255) Legg, Frank. From Gallipoli to Singapore: The Gordon Bennett Story. Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1965. 1st ed,
thick 8vo in shelf-worn but good d/w, plates, maps, index, pp308, **a hero in WW1 and vilified in WW2 for daring to escape from Singapore thus leaving his men. This is a well balanced view of the controversy and reviews the Malayan Campaign in full plus a brilliantly condensed overview of the Gallipoli Campaign, vg cond and now becoming scarce, A$42.
228/24. (10203) Loftus, Ian. The Most Fearless and Gallant Soldier I Have Ever Seen: The Story of Martin O'Meara, VC. Author,
Perth, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, signed by the author, plates, maps, biblio, index, pp274, **Martin O'Meara, Australia's
only Irish-born VC recipient of WW1. He showed great courage at Poziers where he was called 'the most fearless and gallant soldier I have ever
seen'. Two years later he was suffering from 'delusional insanity' and died in Perth in 1935, new, A$45.
228/25. (10119) Malone, M.J & Lutley, P.D. SIMMO: A Biography of Ray Simpson, VC, DCM. One of Australia's Greatest Soldiers. Imprimatur Books, Perth, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the authors, colour plates and maps, footnotes, glossary,
appendices, biblio, index, pp266, **the remarkable Ray Simpson, VC, DCM who was brought up in straigtened circumstances, found the
Army to be his home serving in WW2, the Korean War, Malaya and 5 years in Vietnam being severely wounded in action on his second tour in
1964, , new, A$45.
228/26. (10964) McKelvey, Ben. The Commando: The Life and Death of Cameron Baird, VC, MG. Hachette Australia, Sydney,
2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour plates, glossary, 2 Cdo honour roll, index, pp342, **Cpl Cameron Baird, VC, MG was
killed in action in the Khod Valley Afghanistan on 22 June 2013 whilst leading his assault team against the Taliban. This is a story of sacrifice,
mateship and bloody duty, vg cond, A$45.
228/27. (11008) Tschuppik, Karl. Ludendorff: The Tragedy of a Specialist. G.A. & U, London, 1932. (fp1930 in German). 1st Eng
ed, large 8vo in grubby covers, spine reinforced, portrait in frontis, 2 fold-out maps (Russian Front and Western Front), biblio, index, pp282, **the leadesrship and travails of General Ludendorff, who commanded the entire German force in WW1, solid cond, A$36.
228/28. (9330) Wavell, General Sirv Archibald, KCB, CMG, MC. Allenby: A Study in Greatness: The Biography of Field-Marshal
Viscount Allenby of Megiddo and Felixstowe, GCB, GCMG. George G. Harrap & Co Ltd, London, 1941 (fp1940). 1st ed, large
8vo in faded red cloth, signed by General Claud Auchinleck, Cairo 1941, plates and maps (one fold-out), index, pp312, **Wavell
wrote this biography whilst Commander-in-Chief of British Forces in the Middle East in WW2. Allenby commanded the forces in the Middle
East in WW1, good cond and scarce, A$95.
228/29. (10582) Kempe, Humphrey. Participation. The Hawthorn Press, Melbourne, 1973. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w,
plates and maps, index, pp200, **the life of Humphrey Kempe as a soldier in WW1 (Gallipoli, Sinai-Palestine Campaign) and as a pastoralist on his prperty at Millewa in Sth Aust, excellent, vg cond, A$35.
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Military General
228/30. (372) Atkinson, J.J. The Kapyong Battalion: Medal Roll of the 3rd Battalion, The Royal Australian Regiment, Battle of
Kapyong, Korea, 24 April 1951 NSW Mil. Hist. Soc., 1971. 1st, small 8vo, printed boards, maps and plates, full roll, citations for gallantry medals, **full rolls incl regimental numbers, decorations and fate, slight foxing in prelims else vg cond and becoming scarce A$80.
228/31. (11026) Barker, Theo. Signals: A History of the Royal Australian Corps of Signals, 1788-1947. RA Sigs Corps Ctee, Canberra, 1987. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, roll of honour, end notes, appendices, index, pp361, **communications
always have played a big part in the conduct of operations from 1788 through the Boer War, WW1 and WW2. vg cond and now scarce, A$120.
228/32. (10486) Gould, Tony. Imperial Warriors: Britain and the Gurkhas. Granta Books, London, 1999. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, references, index, pp480, **the hill-warriors from Nepal have served the British and Indian governments for nearly
200 years, seeing action in all major conflicts in that time. vg cond, A$45.
228/33. (11025) Halls, Christopher. Guns in Australia. Paul Hamlyn, Sydney, 1974. 1st ed, 4to in protected d/w, profusely illustrated
in colour and b/w, biblio, index, pp174, **running parallel to the momentous events in the history of Australia is the history of guns from the
very early flintlocks to the modern weapons of the 70's, vg cond, A$35.
228/34. (10133) Oswald, Bruce & Waddell, Jim (eds). Justice in Arms: Military Lawyers in the Australian Army's First Hundred
Years: Australian Army Legal Corps. Big Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2014. 1st ed large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices after each major
chapter, endnotes, biblio, index, pp575, **the role of Army legal officers in Australia and in expeditionary operations from the Boer War until
2000. A comprehensive and absorbing history which describes the dynamic interaction of institutional and political imperitives & the personnel
involved. vg cond, A$55.
228/35. (5512) Palazzo, Albert. The Royal Australian Corps of Transport: A History of Australian Army Transport, 1973-2000.
AMHP, Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, appendices list commanders, RSMs, Order of Battle, rolls of members who served with ANARE (Antarctica), index, pp181, **RACT has been committed to operations in Antarctica, Somalia, Cambodia,
Rwanda, Bougainville and East Timor and of course, many large exercises in Australia. The 'Movers' are an important part of the ADF, new,
A$48.
228/36. (7911) Pears, Maurie. Battlefield Korea: The Korean Battle Honours of the Royal Australian Regiment 1950-1953. AMHP/
AHU, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, colour and b/w maps, full citation of all decorations awarded
including US Presidential Unit Citation to 3RAR for Kapyong, full roll of all MIDs, biblio, index, pp129, **there were 1,584 Australian
casualties in the Korean War of which 240 were Killed in Action; this book fills in plenty of the gaps in our knowledge. The author served in 1 and
3 RARs winning the Military Cross, new, A$48.
228/37. (5906) Vann, RSM Kevin J. OAM. Bridging the Gap: The 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment in Timor, 1999-2000. AMHP, Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, large 8vo in illus boards, profusely illus, appendices, nominal rolls, index, pp217, **3CER were part of the INTERFET
effort in East Timor. They were instrumental in restoring much of the infrastructure of Timor; an excellent modern-day operational history, new,
A$38.

Napoleonic, Crimean and Victorian Eras
228/38. (5277) Bleszynski, Nick. Shoot Straight You Bastards: The Truth Behind the Killing of 'Breaker' Morant. Random House,
Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, trade-sized 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, pp386, **Murder or justice? Were the Breaker and Handcock unjustly
shot in 1902? Another book to reopen the debate. (it appears Kitchener may have a bit to answer for), new cond, A$28.
228/39. (6097) Chamberlain, Max & Droogleever, Robin. (eds) The War With Johnny Boer: Australians in the Boer War, 1899-1902.
AMHP, Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, roy. 8vo in illus boards, plates and maps, glossary, biblio, appendices list units deployed, index, pp631,
**possibly the most complete history of Australian forces at the Boer War. An outstanding contribution to our Boer War history, new, A$65.
228/40. (10007) Colville, Colonel H.E. History of the Sudan Campaign. The Battery Press, USA, 1996 (fp1889) Facsimile reprint,
large 8vo in red cloth, titles gilt, packet of maps complete inside front cover plus large fold-out map at rear, 600pp in two parts, **also
known as the Mahdist War between the Mahdist Sudanese of the religious leader Muhammad Ahmad bin Abd Alah (the Mahdi) and the forces of
the Khedive of Egypt and later forces of Britain, vg cond, A$60.
228/41. (4655) Corfield, Justin. The Australian Illustrated Enclopaedia of the Boxer Uprising, 1899-1901. Slouch Hat Publications,
Victoria, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, illus in b/w, extensive biblio, appendices list the bio rolls of the NSW and Victorian Contingents
and the ship's company of HMCS PROTECTOR, pp256, **the 55 day seige of the Peking Legations in 1900. This is the first book to deal with
all levels of Australian involvement in China at that time, an important reference, new, A$48.
228/42. (11033) Coughlin, Con. Churchill's First War: Young Winston at War With the Afghans. Thomas Dunne Books, NY, 2014.
1st US ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp298, **Churchill served in the Malakand Field
Force in the 4th (Queens's Own) Hussars, vg cond, A$32.
228/43. (11000) Davey, Arthur (ed). Breaker Morant and the Bushveldt Carbineers. Van Riebeek Society, Cape Town, 1987. 1st ed,
large 8vo in protected d/w, plate tipped in at frontis., plates, map, full nominal roll of the BVC, index, pp238, **an exhaustive study of
what occurred in the BVC leading up to the Breaker's execution, vg cond and unusual, A$75.
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228/44. (4035) Howarth, David. A Near Run Thing: The Day of Waterloo. History Book Club, London, 1971 (fp1968). Reprint, large
8vo in sl worn d/ws, colour and b/w plates & maps, index, pp238, **a description of the battle as the soldiers saw, heard and felt. Based on
18 principal eye-witness accounts and a large number of letters, gen good cond A$30.
228/45. (1353) Inglis, K.I. The Rehearsal: Australians at War in the Sudan 1885. Rigby, Adelaide, 1985. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, profusely
illus, index, pp176, **an important book detailing the little known involvement by Colonial troops in an obscure British war, vg cond and now
hard to find, A$55.
228/46. (5018) Murray, LtCol P.L., RAA (Retd). Records of Australian Contingents to the War in South Africa, 1899-1902. Dept of
Defence, Melbourne, 1911. 1st ed, small 4to in protected green cloth, titles gilt, ex CGS library and ex Ken White library,, full nominal
roll of all Australians by unit to serve in the Boer War, pp607, **'this is the very rare 1st ed of Murray's' which is considered most important
to the history of Australia's involvement in the war in South Africa 1899-1902, RARE and in solid cond, A$1,800.
228/47. (10155) Nichols, Alistair. Wellington's Mongrel Regiment: A History of the Chasseurs Britanniques Regiment 1801-1814.
Spellmount, UK, 2005. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates and maps, appendices, biblio, index, pp248, **this book tells the story of the
formation of 'the Mongrels' (the 7th) and their role in Wellington's many campaigns from 1811. They were drawn from many countries of Europe, vg cond, A$34.
228/48. (10941) Nofi, Albert A. The Spanish-American War, 1898. Combined Books, USA, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w,
plates and maps, index, pp352, **the author presents the war as a coherent military narrative, showing how the conflict developed and the strategies employed on both sides, vg cond, A$36.
228/49. (6460) Pearn, Colonel John. Arms & Aesculapius: Military Medicine in Pre-Federation Queensland: The Queensland Defence Force and its Doctor Soldiers. Amphion Press, Brisbane, 1996. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, profusely illus with historic photos, rolls,
biblio, index, pp245, **documents the evolutionof the emergent armed forces in pre-Federation northern Australia, vg cond, A$60.
228/50. (10134) Sargent, Clem. The Colonial Garrison, 1817-1824: The 48th Foot, The Northamptonshire Regiment in the Colony of
NSW. TCS Publications, ACT, 1996. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w, signed by the author, colour and b/w plates, appendices, chapter notes,
biblio, index, pp200, **the 48th was one of 25 Regiments to serve in the NSW Garrison. Most were Peninsular veterans, vg cond, A$65.
228/51. (11012) Smith, N,C. The Featherbed Soldiers: The New South Wales Lancers in the Boer War 1899-1902. Mostly Unsung,
Melbourne, 2001. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, signed by the author, plates and maps (one in a map pocket at rear), full nominal
rolls, time line, biblio, index, pp135, **an interesting account of a mounted unit in the Boer War, new, A$38.
228/52. (3930) Thomas, Donald. Charge! Hurrah! Hurrah!: A Life of Cardigan of Balaclava. Routledge & Keegan Paul, London,
1974. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, source notes, index, pp369, **the 7th Earl of Cardigan led the mighty charge of the Light Brigade and
created numerous scandals throughout his life, vg cond and hard rto find, A$48.
228/53. (5997) Thomason, William E. Marching On: The Bendigo Regiments and Companies, 1858-1988. Bendigo Militaria Museum, Vic, 1989. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, signed by the author, b/w plates, nominal rolls, casualty lists and honours and award
for all conflicts from the Boer War to Vietnam, pp194, **a useful reference to the many units to come out of the Bendigo area, good cond and
hard to find, A$48.
228/54. (7531) Walker, Major G. Goold, DSO, MC The Honourable Artillery Company 1537-1926. John Lane The Bodley Head, London, 1926. 1st ed, 8vo in blue cloth with gilt titles and motif to cover, signed by the author, plates (colour plate in frontisp), roll of
honour 1914-1919, citations for three VCs in WW1 (Haine, Pollard & Pryce), index, pp298, **a very good history of an ancient British unit
which remains on the Order of Battle (in a mainly ceremonial role) to this day, vg cond and uncommon, A$80.
228/55. (3986) Wallace, R.L. The Australians at the Boer War. AWM, Canberra, 1976. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, ex lib, plates, index,
biblio, **considered one of the most authoritative books on Australia's involvement in the Boer War (1899-1902), vg cond and hard to find,
A$85.
228/56. (11003) Woods, Frederick (ed). Young Winston's Wars: The Original Despatches of Winston S. Churchill, War Correspondent, 1897-1900. Viking Press, NY, 1973 (fp1972). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates, map, index, pp350, **Winston first made a name for himself
as a war correspondent in the Boer War. These are his despatches, vg cond, A$48.

Naval
228/57. (6672) Brenchley, Fred & Elizabeth. Stoker's Submarine: Australia's Daring Raid on the Dardanelles on the Day of the Gallipoli Landing. Harper Collins, Sydney, 2003 (fp 2001). Reprint, 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w plates and maps, list of those
sailors who were lost off Rabaul in AE1, biblio, index, pp318, **Lieut.Cdr Dacre Stoker, captain of the Australian submarine AE2 breached
the Turkish defences in the Dardanelles on 25 Apr 1915 with an intention of disrupting Turkish supply lines to the isolated Gallipoli peninsular. It
was proclaimed at the time as 'the finest feat in submarine history’, new, A$22.
228/58. (3783) Cairns, Lynne. Fremantle's Secret Fleets. Australian Maritime Museum, Fremantle, 1995. 1st ed, oblong 8vo in card
covers, inscr, plates, lists of all US, British and Dutch submarines operating from Fremantle Harbour, biblio, source notes, pp87,
**allied submarines based in Western Australia during WW2, an important reference, goodcond and now hard to find, A$34.
228/59. (8693) Cunningham, LCDR I.J. RAN. Work Hard Play Hard: The Royal Australian Naval College 1913-1988. AGPS, Canberra, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, profusely illustrated, appendices contain maps, diagrams and full rolls of all intakes and staff
from 1913 to 1987, biblio, index, pp161, **HMAS CRESWELL is the Royal Australian Naval College situated at Jervis Bay NSW, vg cond
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and hard to find, A$85.
228/60. (10371) Cunnington, Roger. Albany's A.N.Z.A.C Convoys. Digger Press, WA, 2014. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, plates and
illus, signed by the author, end notes, biblio, index, pp176, **the story of the first two convoys that transported elements of the 1st AIF and
NZEF to the WW1 battlefields. They congregated in King George Sound Albany, vg cond A$48.
228/61. (9186) Guilliatt, Richard & Hohnen, Peter. The WOLF: How One German Raider Terrorised Australia and the Southern
Oceans in the First World War. William Heinemann, Sydney, 2009. 1st Australian ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, maps and diagrams, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp366, **the WOLF was a formidable and ingenious commerce-raider. Her task was to inflict maximum destruction on Allied shipping using all the latest technology of warfare - torpedoes, mines, cannon, smokescreens and even a seaplane, vg cond, A$25.
228/62. (9060) Lewis, Dr. Tom. Darwin's Submarine I-124: The Story of a Covert Japanese Squadron Waging a Secret Underwater
War Against Northern Australia. Avonmore Books, Kent Town SA, 2010. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, extensive biblio, index, pp182, **this is a remastering of the 1990s book 'Sensuikan I-124'. It was part of the Japanese 6th Submarine Squadron which laid mines outside Darwin and lay in ambush for shipping. However, I-124 was sunk with all hands by the RAF on 20 Jan
1942, new, A$48.
228/63. (5409) Lind, Lew. Toku Tai - Japanese Submarine Operations in Australian Waters. Kangaroo Press, Qld, 1992. 1st ed, 8vo in
d/w and mylar, plates, maps, appendices, index, pp160, **an account of the Japanese Special Attack Force in Australian waters in 1942-1943,
vg cond and now scarce, A$42.
228/64. (10282) Lyne, Allen. Lost: Ships of the RAN. Author, Adelaide, 2013. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, plates, ships and men
index, biblio, pp304, **an account of all the RAN ships lost from AE1 in 1914 to the HMAS ARROW in 1974, a useful reference, new, A$45.
228/65. (4164) Olson, Wes. Bitter Victory: The Death of the HMAS SYDNEY. UWA Press, Perth, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, illustrated
with plates, maps and drawings, index, biblio, pp431, **what did happen just off the WA coast on 19 November 1941? This is a compelling book
written by a dedicated SYDNEY historian Wes Olson and is a 'must' for avid naval collectors, vg cond, A$68.
228/66. (10179) Perryman, John & Mitchell, Brett. Australia's Navy in Vietnam: Royal Australian Navy Operations 1965-72. Topmill
P/L, nd? 1st ed?, 4to in card covers, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, honour roll, pp96, **the RAN did a lot of work in Vietnam from
operating the HMAS SYDNEY bringing troops and supplies to and from Australia, to Clearance Divers etc, vg cond, A$40.
228/67. (8388) Poolman, Kenneth. Allied Submarines of World War Two. Arms & Armour Press, London, 1990. 1st ed, 4to in priceclipped d/w now protected, full narrative pictorial, previous owner's stamp on half title page, appendix, biblio, index, pp160, **the historical evolution of the innovative submarine and an a detailed examination of the Allied war effort in defeating Germany and Japan, vg cond, A$35.
228/68. (1289) Shean, Max. Corvette and Submarine. Author, Perth, 1992. 1st ed, signed by author, 8vo in card covers, plates & illus,
index, pp276, appendices contain a summary of HMS BLUEBELL’s convoys 41-42, roll of honour of BLUEBELL, **Max Shean won two
DSOs as a diver on ' X' Craft midget submarines. Decorated after the TIRPITZ operation and again after cutting the submarine cable off Saigon,,
good cond, A$28.
228/69. (4977) van der Vat, Dan. The Last Corsair: The Story of the Emden. Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1983. 1st ed, 8vo d/w,
plates, maps, index, pp205, **the EMDEN was destroyed by HMAS SYDNEY at Cocos Is in Aug 1914. The crew escaped by the schooner AYESHA in an epic voyage that made them and their captain Muller heroes in Germany, a very interesting story, sl foxing in fep else vg cond and
hard to find, A$45.

Special Forces and Airborne
228/70. (1684) Astill, Don. Commando White Diamond: Unit History of the 2/8 Australian Commando Squadron, Australia and
South-West Pacific 1942-1945. AMHP, Sydney, 1996. 1st ed, 4to in printed boards, plates and maps, index, nominal roll, honours and
awards, biblio, pp112, **the 2/8th served in Australia, New Guinea, New Britain and Bougainville, vg cond and scarce A$130.
228/71. (8769) Ayris, Cyril. All the Bull's Men: No. 2 Australian Independent Company (2/2nd Commando Squadron). 2/2nd Cdo
Assn, Perth, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, honour roll, chronology, nominal roll, biblio, index, pp520, **the great story of
300 men of the 2/2nd (Double Reds) Commandos who fought 3,000 Japs to a standstill on Timor in 1942. When they were eventually pulled out they
had covered themselves in glory and bloodied the Jap face considerably, good cond and now a scarce book, A$300.
228/72. (3077) Cole, Barbara. The Elite: The Story of the Rhodesian Special Air Service. Three Knights, RSA, 1984. 1st ed, large 8vo in
blue full leather in slip case with leather bookmark, signed by author and numbered (#1199 of 1500), gold blocked and spine embossed,
raised metal badge recessed into cover, colour & b/w plates, maps, index, pp449, ** this is the scarce and beautifully presented 1st ed SAS
title. This book is now over 30 years old and it is in mint condition, appears to have been rarely opened, now extremely scarce and desirable, a great
addition to any Special Forces library, A$375.
228/73. (10205) David, Saul. Operation Thunderbolt: Flight 139 and the Raid on Entebbe Airport. Hodder & Stoughton, London,
2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp446, **the most audacious hostage rescue mission in history. The
attack on Entebbe airport Israeli commandos on 3 July 1976 was an extraordinarily detailed and executed operation rescuing Israeli hostages. The
only casualty was the raid leader Jonny Netanyahu, brother of the current Israeli PM, vg cond, A$35.
228/74. (10280) Davies, Barry, BEM. The SAS Escape, Evasion and Survival Manual. Bloomsbury, London, 1996. 1st ed, large 8vo in
card covers, profusely illustrated in colour & b/w, index, pp276, **laid out in 16 sections covering capture to self defence. A very useful tool,
vg cond A$35.
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228/75. (8011) Fennell, Keith. Warrior Brothers: My Life in the Australian SAS. Bantam Books, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card
covers, dedicated and signed by the author, colour plates, glossary, pp335, **Fennell served in the Australian SAS for 11 years in which time
he saw active service in East Timor, Iraq and Afghanistan, vg cond, A$35.
228/76. (8093) Harclerode, Peter. Wings of War: Airborne Warfare 1918-1945. Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 2005. 1st ed, huge
8vo in d/w, maps, biblio, index, pp656, **parachutists were first used on tactical missions by the Italian Army in 1918. Dropped behind Austrian lines from RFC aircraft they undertook intelligence gathering and sabotage operations. The Germans and Allies used airborne forces extensively
in WW2, vg cond, A$45.
228/77. (6684) Hickey, Michael. Out of the Sky: A History of Airborne Warfare. M&B, London, 1979. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates
and maps, appendix, biblio, index, pp286, **airborne warfare in its widest sense; parachute, glider, helicopter and reconnaissance; very useful
reference, vg cond, A$36.
228/78. (5290) Horner, David. SAS: Phantoms of War: A History of the Australian Special Air Service. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2002
(fp1989). Updated ed, thick 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, full rolls of service in Borneo and Vietnam, casualty roll, honours and
awards, source notes, biblio, index, pp596, **an updated edition of Phantoms of the Jungle to include operations in the '90s in particular East
Timor, vg cond, A$38.
228/79. (7494) Lee, Sandra. 18 Hours: The True Story of an SAS War Hero. Harper Colins Publishers, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, trade 8vo
in card covers, colour plates, biblio, pp316, **Jock Wallace's fight to survive against al Qaeda in Afghanistan, vg cond, A$30.
228/80. (10252) Lewis, Damien. Churchill's Secret Warriors: The Explosive True Story of the Special Forces Desperadoes of WW2.
Quercus, London, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, appendices, citations (incl Anders Lassen's VC) index, pp402,
**the 'mad men' of the British special forces efforts against the Germans the most notable being the great SAS/SBS Dane Anders Lassen, VC, MC
(and two Bars). Reviewed by Jim Truscott (review loose in end pages), vg cond, A$28.
228/81. (1824) Lucas, James. Kommando: German Special Forces of World War Two. Pen & Sword Books, London, 2014 (fp1985).
Reprint, 8vo in card covers, plates, diagrams, appendices, biblio, index, pp245, **the Germans employed Special Forces widely in WW2.
From the assault on Eben Emael to the Luftwaffe's KG200 and Otto Skorzeny was there in the midst of most of it, vg cond, A$28.
228/82. (9246) Maylor, Rob (with Robert Macklin). SAS Sniper: The World of an Elite Australian Marksman. Hachette, Australia,
2010. Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, colour plates, glossary of sniper terminology, pp331, **Maylor, an ex Royal Marine, served in Timor, Iraq and Afghanistan where he was wounded in action. Not a bad story which no doubt caused a bit of heart-burn in Swanbourne, vg cond,
A$24.
228/83. (10811) Middleton Ant, Fox, Jason, Ollerton, Matt and Maclachlan, Colin. SAS: Who Dares Wins: Leadership Secrets from the
Special Forces. Headline Publishing, London, 2016. 1st trade 8vo in card covers, colour plates, pp294, **the TV show WHO DARES
WINS has been very popular and this is the written account, new, A$32.
228/84. (6586) Millar, George. The Bruneval Raid: Flashpoint of the Radar War. The Bodley Head, London, 1974. 1st ed, 8vo in priceclipped d/w, plates and maps, biblio, index, pp208, **the daring raid by C Company 2 Para (led by Major J.D. Frost - later General) on the
German radar station at Bruneval on the Normandy coast, vg cond, A$28.
228/85. (5369) Owen, LtCol David Lloyd, DSO, OBE, MC. The Desert My Dwelling Place: The Long Range Desert Group in Nth Africa in WW2. Cassell, London, 1957. 1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, some foxing to edges plates, maps, index, pp271, **this is the story of
Y2 Patrol LRDG told by it's commander. They were very effective in attacking German convoys, fuel and ammo dumps and airfields behind the
lines. They were great desert navigators and skillful fighters, vg cond and hard to find, A$65.
228/86. (5437) Ponder, John. Patriots and Scoundrels: Behind Enemy Lines in Wartime Greece, 1943-44. Hyland House, Melbourne,
1997. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, index, pp172, **an SOE operative in the dangerous mountains of Greece in WW2. A chronicle of the
struggle, the betrayals, the traditions, the friendships and the triumphs among a people with their own agendas besides fighting the Germans, a good
read, vg cond and not often seen, A$55.
228/87. (8936) Scholey, Pete. Who Dares Wins: Special Forces Heroes of the SAS. Osprey Publishing, UK, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in
d/w, colour & b/w plates, appendices, index, pp288, **the author served in 22SAS and here has recorded his memories of 20 SAS legends from
Paddy Mayne to Vince Phillips, vg cond, A$28.
228/88. (1820) Simpson, CBE. Brigadier John. The Quiet Operator. Leo Cooper, London, 1993. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, biblio,
notes and sources, index, pp168, **the story of Len Wilmott, MM, an SAS Signaller on very active service in WW2, vg cond and now scarce,
A$52.
228/89. (10642) Williams, Michael 'Wings'. Shooting from the Shadows: New Zealand Special Air Service: The 'Wings' Williams
Story. John Douglas Publishing, NZ, 2019. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, biblio, index, pp233, **'Wings' Williams
served in Borneo and Vietnam wit the NZ SAS. Although it's his story, he encompassed the stories of many others, new, A$85.

Vietnam
228/90. (5415) Breen, Bob. First to Fight: Australian Diggers, NZ Kiwis and US Paratroopers in Vietnam, 1965-66. Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, 1988. 2nd impr, 8vo in d/w, inscription in fep, plates, illustrations, nominal rolls of 1RAR Group, honours and awards,
source notes, biblio, index, pp316, **the story of 1RAR Group which fought as a part of the American 173rd Airborne Brigade; considered the
first and last truly ANZUS combat force to fight in war, good cond and scarce, A$110.
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228/91. (10035) Donahue, James C. Mobile Guerrilla Force: With the Special Forces in War Zone D. Naval Institute Press, USA, 1996.
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, index, pp205, **captures the intensity, insight, and drama of special forces operations in South Vietnam, vg
cond, A$45.
228/92. (5147) Edwards, Peter & Pemberton, Gregory. Crises and Commitments: The Politics and Diplomacy of Australia's Involvement in South-east Asian Conflicts, 1948-1965. (The Official History of Australia's Involvement in South-East Asian Conflicts 19481975). Allen & Unwin/AWM, Sydney, 1962. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates and illus, extensive biblio, endnotes, bio notes on the major
Australian diplomats in the period, index, pp515, **the first volume in the 'Official History' - covers the domestic and international politics of
Austrlia's involvement in the Malayan Emergency (1948-60), Indonesian-Malaysian Confrontation (1963-66) and up to the commitment of our
first combat battalio vg cond, A$85.
228/93. (9298) Ekins, Ashley (with Ian McNeill) Fighting to the Finish: The Australian Army and the Vietnam War 1968-1975.
(Official History of Australia's Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-1975) A&U/AWM, Sydney, 2012. 1st ed, very thick
small 4to in d/w, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp1139, **it's taken close to 40 years to
see this last volume (vol 9) in the series on Southeast Asian conflicts. A most competent work, new, A$120.
228/94. (8563) Horner, David. Strategic Command: General Sir John Wilton and Australia's Asian Wars. OUP, Melbourne, 2006
(fp2005). Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates & map, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp452, **John Wilton commanded the Australian Army
through the Borneo campaign and the Vietnam War. He was the first officer after Blamey to reach full Genaral and operated at the high strategic level
dealing with Prime Ministers Menzies, Holt and Gorton, new, A$65.
228/95. (11013) Howell LtCol, MC (Retd), Tony Jungle Green Shadows: Victor 2 Company, 2RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion, 1967-1968.
JDP, Auckland, 2019. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, nominal roll, honour and awards, casualty list,
index, pp470, **the Kiwis landed in Phuoc Tuy Province as an element of 2RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion and into the thick of things. During the
TET Offensive in '68 they saw a lot of action, new, A$85.
228/96. (10434) Mackay, Ian. Phantoms of Bribie: The Jungles of Vietnam to Corporate Life and Everything in Between. Big Sky,
Sydney, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, pp280, **Mackay was an original member of the Australian SAS in 1957 who
went on to operational service in Malaya and then on to Vietnam with 6RAR. It's a good book on leadership and management, vg cond, A$42.
228/97. (11034) Marshall, S.L.A. Ambush and Bird: Two Vietnam Battle Narratives. Nelson Doubleday, NY, 1969. Book Club ed, 8vo
in d/w, plates, maps and illustrations, glossary, index, pp340, **in 1966 two major battles involving units of the 1st and 25th Infantry Divisions, the 1st Cavalry and Special Forces were fought against the Viet Cong, some fading to d/w else good cond and uncommon, A$35.
228/98. (1564) McGregor, Sandy. No Need for Heroes: The Aussies who Discovered the Viet Cong’s Secret Tunnels. Calm, Sydney,
1993. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, diagrams, appendices lists organisation and roll of 3 Fd Tp RAE 1965-66, pp271, **Australian
Engineer Tunnel Rats in Phuoc Tuy and Bien Hoa Provinces, Sth Vietnam, vg cond, A$28.
228/99. (5022) McNeill, Ian. To Long Tan: The Australian Army and the Vietnam War 1950-1966. Allen & Unwin/AWM, Canberra,
1993. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, diagrams, graphs, appendices, biblio, substantial end-notes, index, pp614, **the
second volume of the Official History of Australia's involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-1975, vg cond and now very scarce, A$160.
228/100. (5420) McNeill, Ian. The Team: Australian Army Advisers in Vietnam, 1962-1972. AWM, Canberra, 1984. 1st ed, large 8vo in
protected d/w, plates, maps (one colour fold-out), source notes, honours and awards (4 VCs), unit citations, full nominal roll (some
marks in text), biblio, index, pp534, **the story of the most highly decorated unit in Australian Army history; a valuable reference, vg cond and
scarce, A$150.
228/101. (5881) Modystack, Neville J. The Pony Soldiers: The Australian Light Horse, Vietnam, 1965-1966. AMHP, Sydney, 2003. 1st
ed, large 8vo in illus boards, nominal roll, appendices, index, pp112, **the combat experiences of 1 Troop, A Sqn, 4th/19th Prince of Wales
Light Horse in Vietnam. The were equipped with US M113 APCs. They were part of the 1 RAR group attached to the 173rd Airborne Brigade in
Bien Hoa, as new, A$45.
228/102. (5375) O'Keefe, Brendan. Medicine at War: Medical Aspects of Australia's Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts, 19501972. (The Official History of Australia's Involvement in South-East Asian Conflicts 1948-1975). Allen & Unwin/AWM, Sydney,
1994. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, rolls of medical pers who served in Vietnam, health and casualty statistics of Malaya, Borneo and Vietnam, extensive end notes, biblio, index, pp505, **the third volume of the official history - a vital reference, spine slightly
sunned else vg cond and hard to find, A$110.
228/103. (8193) Palazzo, Albert. Australian Military Operations in Vietnam. AHU, Canberra, 2006. 1st ed, roy. 8vo in card covers,
colour & b/w platesbiblio, index, pp173, **a useful overview of Australia's military effort in Vietnam, new, A$26.
228/104. (10345) Richardson, Thomas. Destroy and Build: Pacification in Phuoc Tuy, 1966-1972. Cambridge Uni Press, Melbourne,
2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, abbreviations, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp280, **a study of the 1st Aust Task Force and
it's attempts in the 'pacification' of Phuoc Tuy Provance in South Vietnam, new, A$45.
228/105. (9132) Speedy, Max & Ray, Bob (eds). A Bloody Job Well Done: The History of the Royal Australian Navy Helicopter Flight
Vietnam 1967-1971. Crest, ACT, 2011 (fp2008). 2nd ed, 4to in card covers, colour and b/w plates, nominal and honour rolls, pp437, **a
first and only Experimental Military Unit (call-sign EMU) with which four contingents of Australian Fleet Air Arm men were a fully integrated
and close knit part in the height of the Vietnam War from 1967-1971, vg cond, A$46.
228/106. (6658) Webster, Dave & Ellis, Ross (eds). 7 RAR: The Two Tours 1967-68 and 1970-71: Through a Soldier's Lens. 7RAR Association, Sydney, 2004, 1st ed, large folio size in d/w, fully illus in colour and b/w, full nominal rolls, roll of honour, pp365, **a sensational amalgamation volume of the tours of Sth Vietnam by 7RAR (the 'Pig' Battalion). A collection of some of the best photos taken up there by ordinary
diggers. An important addition to our unit history collection, vg cond and now hard to find, A$180.
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228/107. (7284) Windrow, Martin. The Last Valley: Dien Bien Phu and the French Defeat in Vietnam. Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 2004. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, appendices, source notes, biblio, index, pp734, **an epic book about an epic battle. The
French planned to 'smash' Giap's 'amateur' army at Dien Bien Phu, deep in North Vietnam. However, the Viet Minh had other ideas… An excellent acount, vg cond, A$48.

The Great War 1914-1918
228/108. (9189) Brahms, Vivian. The Spirit of the Forty-Second: Narrative of the 42nd Battalion, 11th Infantry Brigade, 3rd Division,
AIF During the Great War 1914-1918. Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp1938). Reprint, 8vo in blue buckram, plates, nominal roll, honour roll,
honours and awards (small bio on each one), pp186, **the famous 42nd Bn, AIF which survived a full blown mutiny on two occasions and went
on to play a major role in the breaching of the Hindenburg Line in 1918. Their battle honours include Messines, Broodseinde, Passchendaele, Somme
1918 etc, new cond and now RARE, A$250.
228/109. (5652) Burke, Keast (ed). With Horse and Morse in Mesopotamia: The Story of ANZACS in Asia. Burridge, Perth, nd?
(fp1927). Facsimile reprint, 4to in gilt titles on blue boards, profusely illus with plates and maps, full rolls incl NZ and Allies, pp200,
**the histories of 1st Aust. Pack Wireless Signal Troop, the NZ Wireless Signal Troop, 1st Aust & NZ Wireless Signal Squadron, 1st Cavalry Div
Signal Sqn, Light Motor Wireless Sections, the Australians of 'Dunsterforce' and Australian Nurses in India, new cond and scarce, A$185.
228/110. (2637) Burness, Peter. The Nek: The Tragic Charge of the Light Horse at Gallipoli. Kangaroo Press, NSW, 1996. 1st ed, trade
8vo in protected card covers, map in frontisp, plates, chapter notes, appendix lists KIA, index, pp168, **on 7 August 1915, in an ill-fated
attempt to break the stalemate at Gallipoli, hundreds of Australian Light Horsemen (8th & 10th) repeatedly charged the massed rifles and MGs of the
Turkish defenders; total disaster, vg cond and now hard to find, A$42.
228/111. (10505) Burness, Peter. 1918: Villers-Bretonneux to Le Hamel: Australians on the Western Front. DVA, Canberra, 2008. 1st
ed, oblong 4to in card covers, fully illustrated in b/w with some colour, pp108, **a commemorative book celebrating the battles of VillersBretonneux and El Hamel, outstanding collection of photos, vg cond, A$40.
228/112. (1188) Campbell, Captain R.W. The Kangaroo Marines. Cassell, London, 1915. 1st ed, small 8vo in printed boards, pp127, **a
great little book written by a Scot who was amazed at the courage and heroism of the Diggers of the 1st AIF, vg cond and scarce, A$75.
228/113. (10478) Coombes, David. A Greater Sum of Sorrow: The Battles of Bullecourt. Blue Sky, Sydney, 2016. 1st ed' large 8vo in d/
w, plates and maps, end notes, index, pp427, **the meat grinder that was Bullecourt in April-May 1917. Two battles punched a hole in the Hindenburg Line taking over 7,000 casualties. Many diggers thought Bullecourt was far worse than Pozieres. Haig said 'it 'was among the great
achievements of the war', vg cond, A$45.
228/114. (8185) De Loghe, Sydney. The Straits Impregnable. Australian Author's Agency, Melbourne, 1916. 2nd ed, small 8vo in grey
covers, inscr in fep, pp212, **dedicated to 'the First Australian Division', a true story about Gallipoli written in the 1st person, This book was
BANNEDwhen the authorities found out it wasn't. a novel as first claimed but a true story,,Many years later a book TO HELL AND BACK, a biography of Sydney Loghe )now Loch) was written. Both books are offered together, vg cond, A$130.
228/115. (5610) Dollman, Lieut-Col W. VD & Skinner, Sgt H.M, MM. The Blue and Brown Diamond: A History of the 27th Battalion,
Australian Imperial Force, (on Active Service) 1915-1919. Lonnen & Cope, Adelaide, 1921. 1st ed, 8vo in brown cloth with coloured.`
titles, refreshed spine, plates and maps, appendices, honours and awards, casualty list, pp228, **the 27th Bn, AIF, 7th Brigade originated in
South Australia and saw service on Gallipoli and all over the Western Front in particular Amentieres, the Somme, Passchendaele, Bullecourt and
Villers-Bretonneaux, a rare unit history in vg cond, A$400.
228/116. (10979) Fischer, Tim. Maestro, John Monash: Australia's Greatest Citizen General. Melbourne, Jerilderie, Gallipoli, Amiens
and Beyond. Monash Unit Press, 2015 (fp2014). 4th printing, trade 8vo in card covers, colour & b/w plates, appendices, biblio, index,
pp268, **Monash, our greatest General in WW1, was denied Field-Marshal rank after the war. Tim Fischer pursued this for many years before his
death in recent times. good cond, A$26.
228/117. (11022) Groom, Winston. A Storm in Flanders: Triumph and Tragedy on the Western Front. Cassell, London, 2003 (fp2002).
Reprint, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates & maps, biblio and source notes, index, pp276, **an account of the most horrific 4 years of the
war around Ypres in Belgium, vg cond, A$32.
228/118. (5337) Hall, Rex. The Desert Hath Pearls. The Hawthorn Press, Melbourne, 1975. 1st ed, large 8vo in mint d/w and mylar,
plates (one coloured), index, pp219, **an excellent first hand account of service on Gallipoli, with the Australian 2nd Light Horse Regiment, AIF
and then service with the Imperial Camel Corps in the Sinai Desert in 1916 - many other valuable reminiscences of life during and after the War, vg
cond, A$85.
228/119. (11023) Ham, Paul. 1914: The Year the World Ended. William Heinemann, Sydney, 2013. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w,
colour and b/w plates, maps, chapter notes, extensive biblio, index, pp704, **in August 1914 the European powers plunged the world into a
disasterous war that would kill or wound 37 million people and set the scene for an even more disasterous war 25 years later, vg cond, A$38.
228/120. (3559) Lee, Major J.E, DSO, MC. The Chronicle of the 45th Battalion, A.I.F. Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp1927) Facsimile reprint,
8vo in buckram with gilt titles, plates, maps, nominal roll, honours and awards with citations, casualties, pp132, **the 45th was born from
remnants of the gallant 'Fighting' 13th Bn, AIF, 4th Bde, after Gallipoli at Tel-el-Kabir in Egypt and fought with distinction on the Western Front
at Pozieres, Messines, Bullecourt, Passchendaele and Villers Bret among others, new, A$85.
228/121. (7495) Lynch, E.P.F. (ed by Will Davies). Somme Mud: The War Experiences of an Australian Infantryman in France 19161919. Random House, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, glossary, pp347, **this book was compared by Bill Gammage to
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'All Quiet On the Western Front'. This is the diary of Private Edward Lynch who was part of the 12th Brigade reinforcements to France. A brilliant
work, vg cond, A$22.
228/122. (5579) McKenzie, Lieutenant-Colonel K.W. MC. The Story of the Seventeenth Battalion, AIF in the Great War, 1914-1918.
Shipping Newspapers, Sydney, 1946. 1st ed, 8vo in green cloth with black titles, plates and maps, nominal roll, honour roll, honours
and awards, (incl Pte William Jackson, VC on the Western Front in 1916), appendices, pp376, **the 17th was a well credentialled NSW unit
with a heritage stretching back to Suakin in 1885. It served on Gallipoli and the Western Front at Pozieres, the Somme, Bapaume, Bullecourt, Ypres,
Menin Road, Amiens, Mont St Quentin and the Hindenburg Line, a very scarce unit history in mint cond, A$400.
228/123. (8163) Morgan, J.H. (translator). War Book of the German General Staff: Grossgeneralstab. Stackpole Books, USA, 2005
(FP1915 in German) Reprint, small 8vo in d/w, footnotes and sidebars, pp138 **the book the British and French governments used in the
early years of WW1 as the basis for one of the most effective multimedia wartime propaganda campaigns the world had witnessed up to that time, vg
cond, A$28.
228/124. (5289) Palazzo, Albert. Defenders of Australia: The Third Australian Division: Citizen Soldiers in the Service of Australia
1916-1991. AMHP/AHU, Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates (incl a photo gallery of all 3rd Div Commanders from Monash 191618 to Glenny 1990-9), maps, appendices, extensive biblio, pp245, **the 3rd Division was disbanded in 1991 after 75 years of service through
two world wars with most of its soldiers being CMF - an excellent history, new, A$60.
228/125. (5156) Perry, Roland. The Australian Light Horse. Hachette, Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates & maps,
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp550, **The magnificent Australian force and its decisive victories against the Turks in the Sinai-Palestine Campaign of WW1, new, A$50.
228/126. (8099) Powles, LtCol C. Guy, CMG, DSO and Wilkie, Major A. The New Zealanders in Sinai and Palestine. Whitcombe &
Tombs Ltd, Auckland, 1922. 1st ed, 8vo in tan buckram cloth, volume 3 of the Official History, plates, numerous fold-out maps, appendices, pp284, **the New Zealand Mounted Brigade consisted of the Auckland Mounted Rifles, Canterbury Mounted Rifles, Wellington Mounted
Rifles and various smaller units such as 1st MG Sqn, 2nd MG Sqn, Field Engineers, Signals, Field Ambulance etc small stain to cover else vg
cond and uncommon here, A$145.
228/127. (8494) Richardson, Lieut-Colonel, J.D. DSO. The History of the 7th Light Horse Regiment, AIF, 1914-1919. A. Green, Brisbane, 2009. (fp1923). Facsimile, large 8vo in cloth boards, (numbered copy #3), plates, maps, honours and awards, honour roll, pp126,
**the 7th was raised in NSW in 1914 serving on Gallipoli as infantry and then the Sinai-Palestine Campaign at Romani, Gaza, Beersheba, Jordan
among others, new, A$175.
228/128. (8291) Sassoon, Siegfried. Memoirs of an Infantry Officer. Faber & Faber, London, 1995 (fp1930). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, pp225,
**the follow-on book from 'Fox-hunting Man' - life in the trenches from 1916, vg cond, A$35.
228/129. (10975) Spillman, Janet. The Army Behind the Army That Fights: Engineers in the Campaign in Egypt and Palestine, 19161919. Boolarong Press, Qld, 2019. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, profusely illustrated with drawing and maps, plates, endnotes, abbreviation list, extensive biblio, index, pp275, **the story of the Australian Army engineers and their involvement in the Sinai-Palestine Campaign in WW1, new, A$34.
228/130. (10350) Stevenson, Robert. To Win the Battle: The 1st Australian Division in the Great War, 1914-1918. Cambridge Uni
Press, Melbourne, 2013. st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, abbreviations, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp290, **in 1915
the 1st Div led the way ashore on Gallipoli later seizing and holding Lone Pine. In 1916 it's first victory on the Western Front came at Pozieres and
proceeded in this fashion till 1918 but losing many thousands of men in the process, new, A$50.
228/131. (5653) White, Capt Thomas A. The Fighting Thirteenth. Tyrrells Ltd, Sydney, 1924. 1st ed, small 4to in illustrated boards,
large colour plate of Battalion colour in frontis, plates, maps, (2 x VCs, Murray and Sexton), pp168, **the 13th Bn AIF fought on Gallipoli
and the Western Front particularly in Flanders, Pozieres, Mouquet Farm, Stormy Trench (Murray's VC), Bullecourt, Messines etc. A very heavily
decorated Australian unit with 2 VCs, 6 DSOs, 33 MCs, 31 DCMs, 195 MMs, spine reinforced and in solid cond, pencil marks throughout
(possibly a proof copy), A RARE BOOK, A$300.
228/132. (10996) Wood, Helen & Purcell, Lorraine. Golden Diggers: The Hill End and Tambaroora Districts Contribution to the First
World War. Hill End Group, NSW, 2015. 1st ed, 4to in card covers, profusely illustrated, nominal roll, appendices, biblio, glossary,
index, pp209, **173 men are recorded on the town's war memorial from over the 700 who volunteered for service in 1914-15 from the small community of Hill End and district NSW. new, A$40.
228/133. (8104) Austin, Ronald J. Cycling to War: The History of the AIF/NZ Cyclist Corps 1916-19. Slouch Hat Publications, Victoria,
2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, plates, maps, nominal roll, honours and awards, honour rolls, biblio, index, pp176,
**the Australian Cyclist Corps was formed in Egypt in April 1916 for service on the Western Front. This book looks at the role played by two ANZAC Corps Cyclist Battalions in 1916-17 and the Australian Corps and NZ cyclist units in 1918. They were ostensibly mounted infantry with
roles in reconnaisance and patrolling, new, A$55.
228/134. (4929) Austin, Ronald J. As Rough as Bags: The History of the 6th Battalion, 1st AIF, 1914-1919. R.J & S.P. Austin, Melbourne, 1992. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, full rolls incl honour roll, index, biblio, appendices, honours and awards,
pp394, **a very good unit history of a very good 1st AIF battalion which saw action right through WW1, led by LtCol Gordon Bennett. The Bn lost
1,100 men in action on Gallipoli and the Western Front, vg cond, out of print and now scarce, A$140.
228/135. (6047) Collett, Colonel H.B, CMG, DSO, VD. The 28th: A Record of War Service with the Australian Imperial Force, 19151919: Volume 1: Egypt, Gallipoli, Lemnos Island, Sinai Peninsula. Trustees, Public Library, Museum & Art Gallery, Perth, 1922. 1st
ed, 8vo in excellent and rare protected d/w, one gate-fold photo in frontis, plates, maps (3 x fold-outs), appendices, roll of honour,
nominal rolls of original members and reinforcements, pp219, **Collett was the first CO of the 28th Battalion, AIF. He wrote this volume after
Gallipoli and called it 'Volume 1' on the presumption someone else would write Volume 2 , (Henry Kahan wrote what is ostensibly Vol 2,) This is a
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rare book in remarkable condition, A$650.
228/136. (5656) Freeman, R.R. Hurcombe's Hungry Half Hundred: A Memorial History of the 50th Battalion, AIF, 1916-1919. Peacock Publications, Adelaide, 1991. 1st ed, large 4to in protected d/w, profusely illus (colour plate of colour patch in frontis), with supplement, nominal roll, honour roll with death dates, battle honoursend notes, diary, officer lists, pp350, **the 50th Bn, AIF was formed
from the 10th Bn after the withdrawal from Gallipoli and served throughout the Western Front in particular Pozieres, Bullecourt, Messines, Passchendale, Villiers-Bret, and the Hindenberg Line. Hurcombe was the founding CO, complete with the very scarce supplement, vg cond,
A$150.
228/137. (7672) Stacy, LtCol B.C. (ed). First Battalion, AIF, 1914-1919. Committee, Sydney, 1931. 1st ed, 8vo in black cloth with gilt
titles, plates, fold out-map at rear, full nominal roll, honours & awards incl battle honours, pencil notes in fep, pp151, **the 1st Bn, AIF
was formed at Victoria Barracks in Sydney in 1914 and was part of the 1st Bde, 1st Div, seeing active service at Gallipoli (Landing) and right
through the Western Front Campaign, price clipped else vg cond and extremely scarce, A$300.

World War 2 1939-1945
228/138. (10967) (various authors) The Sniper Anthology: Snipers of the Second World War. Pelican/Frontline Publishing, UK, 2012.
1st ed , large 8vo in d/w, plates, pp206, **an anthology of stories by 10 authors describing the activities of the world's best snipers of WW2,
new, A$50.
228/139. (1707) Angolia, LTC John R. On the Field of Honour: A History of the Knight’s Cross Bearers. Vol 1 Bender, USA, 1979. 1st
ed, 8vo in printed boards, inscr, full pictorial and bio listing of each recipient, biblio, pp285, **Vol 1 of the Knight's Cross Bearers. Now
rare and much sought-after collector’s item, vg cond, A$100.
228/140. (5030) Angolia, LTC John R. On the Field of Honour: A History of the Knight's Cross Bearers. Vol 2 R. James Bender, USA,
1980. 1st ed, 8vo in decorated boards, an A to Z biographical listing of all recipients (with photos), pp365, ** Volume 2 deals with the
Knights Cross of the Iron Cross with Oak Leaves, excellent reference, vg cond and now rare in 1st ed, A$100. ($180 the pair)
228/141. (4379) Ballard, Geoffrey. On ULTRA Active Service: The Story of Australia's Signals Intelligence Operations during WW2.
Spectrum Pubs, Melbourne, 1991. 1st ed, large 4to in d/w and mylar, signed by the author, colour and b/w plates, diagrams, illus,
maps, index, supplement details contents of many ULTRA signals, pp312 plus, **Australian SIGINT in WW2, in Greece, Crete, Syria,
northern Australia and the SW Pacific Campaign, vg cond and hard to find, A$185.
228/142. (5405) Bellair, John. From Snow to Jungle: A History of the 2/3rd Australian Machine Gun Battalion. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1987. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, maps, nominal rolls, honours and awards, chronology, pp298, **the 2/3rd served with
the 7th Div against the Vichy French in the Syrian Campaign. In 1942, on the way back to Australia, they were ordered into Batavia in Java to assist the Dutch. They were captured by the japs and spent the rest of the war as POWs, vg cond and scarce, A$240.
228/143. (1647) Bender, Roger James. Legion Condor: Uniforms, Organisation and History. Bender, USA, 1992. 1st ed, 8vo in printed
boards, fully illus in b/w, extensive biblio, pp327, Legion Condor fought in Spain on Franco’s side and tested much of the equipment they were
to use once WW2 commenced, as new cond, A$120.
228/144. (8819) Beyerchen, Alan D. Scientists Under Hitler: Politics and the Physics Community in the Third Reich. Yale University
Press, USA, 1977. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp287, **the treatment of German physicists under
the Nazi regime had far-reaching consequences both for the outcome of WW2 and for the course of science for decades thereafter, vg cond and uncommon, A$38.
228/145. (10405) Briggs, Stan and Les. Ike's Marines: 36th Australian Infantry Battalion, 1939-1945. AMHP, Sydney, 2003 (fp1967).
Reprint, 8vo in hard illustrated boards, plates, map, roll of honour, nominal and general index, battle honours of both world wars,
pp231, **the story of an Australian Infantry Battalion and its part in the war against Japan. The 36th saw action at Buna-Gona, Sanananda Rd and
the SW Pacific campaign, new, A$60.
228/146. (7746) Campbell, John. Machine Gunners: A History of Six Machine-Gun Battalion, AIF, 1942-1944. AMHP, Sydney, 2007.
1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, nominal roll, honour roll, index, pp326, **the 6th MG Bn, AIF was raised in NSW and trained
at Dapto before serving in the New Guinea Campaign including the Ramu Valley, new, A$60.
228/147. (2635) Coates, John Bravery Above Blunder: A Dramatic Account of the 9th Division in New Guinea in 1943-44. Oxford
Uni Press, Melbourne, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, biblio, source notes, index, pp326, **describes the 9th Australian Division's,
role in the Allied counter-offensive against Japan in Northern New Guinea in 1943-44. Finschafen, Sattelberg and Sio saw the 9th Div units fight
with distinction. This book attempts to give them that recognition, vg cond and scarce, A$65.
228/148. (11010) Davis, Brian L. Waffen-SS. Blandford, London, 1983. 1st ed, small 4to in d/w, full pictorial, index, pp214+, **over
600,000 troops served in 40 Divisions of Waffen-SS, vg cond, A$36.
228/149. (9990) Donovan, Peter. Waltzing Matildas: The Men and Machines of the 2/9th Australian Armoured Regimental Group in
Australia and Borneo 1941-1946. Donovan & Associates, Adelaide, 1988. 1st ed, small 4to in laminated boards, colour portrait of the
9th Light Horse guidon loose in fep, also the record of service of a member Thomas Chapman, plates and maps, full nominal rolls, reference notes, index, pp257, **a concise history of the development of armour in Australia and the link with WW1 Light Horse units. The 2/9th
Armoured were equipped with the M3 Staurt (or Honey), Bren Carriers, the Grant and the Matilda, vg cond and scarce, A$175.
228/150. (5452) Dornan, Peter. The Silent Men: Syria to Kokoda and on to Gona. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in card
covers, maps (no plates), pp201, **the story of the incredible heroism of Bruce Kingsbury, VC and the rest of the eleven man section of the 2/14th
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Bn, AIF who got stuck into the Japs at Isurava on the Kokoda Track. They were awarded one VC, one DCM and four MMs (whew!), vg cond, A$28.
228/151. (10986) Duras, Marguerite. Wartime Notebooks. MacLehose Press, London, 2008. 1st Eng ed, trade 8vo in card covers, index,
pp336, **Margurite Duras was one of the leading intellectuals and novelists in postwar France. She kept a series of wartime diaries (4 in total) which
were discovered years later to affirm her status and a brilliant writer, vg cond, A$28.
228/152. (7670) Elliott, Di & Silver, Lynette. A History of 2/18th Battalion, AIF. AMHP, Sydney, 2006. Based on the original book
'Against All Odds', thus revised, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates and maps, nominal roll, honours and awards, endnotes, biblio,
index, pp296+, **2/18th Bn, AIF was raised in north western NSW and Sydney in 1940 as part of 8th Div; it was one of the battalions captured in
Malaya, new, A$68.
228/153. (10144) Gamble, Bruce. Darkest Hour: The True Story of Lark Force at Rabaul, Australia's Worst Military Disaster of WW2.
Zenith Press, USA, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp304, **Lark Force was composed of
1,400 Australian soldiers the bulk of which came from the 2/22nd Bn, AIF whose role it was to defend Rabaul. On Jan 23 1942, they were overwhelmed by a vastly superior Japanese force. Worse was yet to come, vg cond, A$36.
228/154. (5716) Givney, E.G. (ed). The First at War: The Story of the 2/1st Australian Infantry Battalion, 1939-45; The City of Sydney
Regiment. Assn Editorial Committee, Sydney, 1987. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates & maps, nom roll, roll of hon, hons & awards incl
Battle Hons, nominal index incl as a separate booklet, signed by MajGens K.W. Eather, CBE, DSO, I.J. Campbell, CBE, DSO & Bar & P.A.
Cullen, AO, CBE, DSO & Bar, pp558 **the 2/1st saw action in North Africa, Greece, Crete (Retimo), Kokoda, Sananda Road, Buna-Gona and SWPacific, an excellent unit history, vg cond and unique with signatures, A$180.
228/155. (9591) Ham, Paul. Sandakan: The Untold Story of the Sandakan Death Marches. William Heinemann, Sydney, 2012. 1st ed,
thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, chapter notes, appendices list the honour roll of Australian and British soldiers who died at
Sandakan or on the Sandakan-Ranau death marches, biblio, index, pp656, **the story of the most infamous chapter in Australia's WW2 history where over 2,500 POWs were systematically beaten and starved to death with only 6 surviving. The most comprehensive rendering of the Sandakan story thus far, vg cond, A$45.
228/156. (1713) Horner, David. Inside the War Cabinet: Directing Australia’s War Effort 1939-45. Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1996. 1st
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, index, plates, biblio, source notes, appendices list principle government, bureaucratic and military appointments by ministry, pp283, **two key bodies, the War Cabinet and the Advisory War Council shaped Australia’s experience in WW2. This book
describes the inner workings of these bodies, new cond, new cond, A$42.
228/157. (9544) Johnson, Carl. Little Hell: The Story of the 2/22nd Battalion and Lark Force. History House, Melbourne, 2004. 1st ed,
large 4to in d/w, launch notes etc by Kim Beazley, AC, profusely illustrated with plates and maps, honours and awards with citations,
nominal roll, biblio, nominal index, pp310, **the first shots fired on Australian soil in 1942 were fire at Rabaul, New Britain by members of 'Lark
Force' centred on the 2/22nd Bn, AIF. This is the story of desperation, fighting at overwhelming odds and death to many, vg cond and hard to find,
A$185.
228/158. (9071) Johnston, Mark. The Proud 6th: An Illustrated History of the 6th Australian Division 1939-1946. Cambridge Uni
Press, Melbourne, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, profusely illustrated in b/w, chapter notes, casualtiy charts by battalion,
biblio, index, pp269, **the 6th Division was made up of the 16th, 17th and 19th Brigades and saw action in North Africa (Bardia, Tobruk, Benghazi) Greece, Crete, Syria, the New Guinea Campaign (Kokoda Track, Wau-Salamaua, Aitape-Wewak (Bert Chowne, VC, MM, 2/2nd Bn), good work
new, A$48.
228/159. (4643) Laffin, John. Forever Forward: The History of the 2/31st Australian Infantry Battalion, 2nd AIF 1940-45. AMHP, Sydney 2002 (fp1994). Reprint, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, maps, nominal roll, roll of honour, index, pp333, **the 2/31st fought in
Syria, New Guinea and Borneo; a good unit history, new cond,, A$75.
228/160. (1473) Long, Gavin. The Six Years War: Australia in the 1939-45 War. AWM, Canberra, 1972. 1st ed, 8vo in sl. torn d/w, profusely illus with plates and maps, index, pp518, **this is primarily the overview volume to the 22 vol official set, some loss to d/w else good
cond, now scarce, A$45.
228/161. (4698) Masel, Philip. The Second 28th: The Story of a Famous Battalion of the Ninth Australian Division. Assn, Perth, 1995
(fp1961). Reprint with addition of full nominal roll (1st ed lacked the roll), large 8vo in mint d/w, plates and maps, honours and
awards, appendices, index, pp390, **the 2/28th Bn, AIF was heavily involved in the campaigns of the Middle East and then in New Guinea
(Scarlett Beach Finschafen, Busu) and, Borneo (Labuan, Beaufort), new cond and now out of print and scarce, A$150.
228/162. (10442) Maynard, Roger. Ambon: The Truth About One of the Most Brutal POW Camps and the Triumph of the Aussie
Spirit. Hachette Australia, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and map, Gull Force nominal roll, chapter notes, biblio, index,
pp334, **in Feb 1942, the Indonesian island of Ambon fell to the Japanese. Among those captured were 1,150 members of the Australian Gull Force
which had been sent there to defend the island. Only 300 survived. vg cond, A$28.
228/163. (10356) McKenzie-Smith, Graham R. The Unit Guide: The Australian Army 1939-1945 (in 6 vols). Big Sky Publishing, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, large 8vo in green buckram, glossary, glossay in each volume, pp5,705, **an enormous and important work by Mr. McKenzie-Smith, arguably one of Australia's better military historians. This set covers EVERY unit large and small on the Australian ORBAT, new,
A$240.
228/164. (9764) McNab, Duncan Mission 101: The Untold Storey of Five Australian Soldiers' Extraordinary War in Ethiopia. Pan
Macmillan Australia, Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, map in frontis, biblio, pp306, ** in late 1940 five Australia soldiers set out on a daring, classified operation: to lead Ethiopian freedom fighters from Sudan to take the war up to the occupying Italians in Ethiopia.
It was SOEs first op in the war. The author's uncle was on the op, vg cond and now scarce, A$34.
228/165. (4903) Paull, Raymond. Retreat from Kokoda. Heinemann, Melbourne, 1958. 1st ed, 8vo in bumped but now protected d/w,
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inscr on fep, plates, maps, index, pp319, **a story of courage, skill and endurance and also an indictment against the way the campaign was fought
and how Potts's brigade were treated by Macarthur and Blamey, an important AIF book, vg cond and scarce in 1st ed, A$34.
228/166. (6769) Penfold, A.W, Bayliss, W.C & Crispin, K.E. Galleghan's Greyhounds: The Story of the 2/30th Australian Infantry Battalion, 22 Nov 1940 - 10 Oct 1945. 2/30 Bn Ass, Sydney, 1984 (fp1949). 2nd reprint, 8vo in or. Grey cl, lacks d/w, inscr in fep, colour
patch on front cover, honours and awards, casualty list, pp407, **the 2/30th was commanded by the famous and somewhat controversial 'BlackJack' Galleghan in Singapore and Malaya - they were famous for their legendary deadly ambush of Japanese on the bridge at Gemas in Malaya before
being captured and interned as POWs , vg cond and very scarce, A$120.
228/167. (4443) Perez, Fr. Eugene, OSB. Kalumburu War Diary. Artlook, Perth, 1981. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, inscription in fep, plates,
pp264, **the diary of Fr Perez throughout the dark days of WW2 in which the Kalumburu Mission was severely bombed by the Japanese, vg cond,
A$45.
228/168. (10998) Perry, Roland. Horrie the War Dog: The Story of Australia's Most Famous Dog. A&U, Sydney, 2013. 1st ed, small 8vo
in card covers, plates, pp338, **Private Jim Moody of the 2/1st MG Bn found this scruffy nd starving little dog in the Libyan desert which he then
planned to smuggle him back to Australia, vg cond, A$30.
228/169. (11027) Phelps, Peter. The Bulldog Track. Hachette, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour, sepia and b/w
plates, biblio, pp276, **the story of the author's grandfather Tom Phelps on the Bulldog Track in New Guinea in 1942, vg cond, A$28.
228/170. (10149) Psychoundakis, George.(translated from the Greek by Patrick Leigh Fermoy). The Cretan Runner: His Story of the
German Occupation. Folio Society, London, 2009 (fp1955). Reprint, 8vo hard-back in slip-case, maps on inside covers, portrait in frontispiece, plates and drawings, index, pp225, **a story of the harrowing war waged against the German occupiers in the mountains of Crete in
WW2 and their close relationship with Allied forces in particular SOE, as new cond, A$45.
228/171. (11032) Richie, Alexandra. Warsaw 1944: The Fateful Uprising. William Collins, London, 2013. 1st ed, thick 8vo in card covers,
plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp738, **the story of a city and the unbreakable spirit of its people in the face of unspeakable barbarism. As a result of the uprising the Germans murdered over 40,000 innocent people. But the Poles did not give in and fought the SS battalions for 63
days, vg cond, A$35.
228/172. (10456) Shaw, Ian W. On Radji Beach: The Story of the Australian Nurses After the Fall of Singapore. Macmillan, Sydney,
2010. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, end notes, biblio, index, pp360, **the story of our gallant nurses who survived the bombing of the
VINER BROOK only to be massacred on Radji Beach on Banka Island. 41 were murdered. Vivian Bullwinkle was the sole survivor, vg cond, A$28.
228/173. (4513) Smith, LtCol Neil, AM. TID-APA: The History of the 4th Anti-Tank Regiment (AIF). Mostly Unsung, Melbourne, 1992.
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, appendices, rolls, honours and awards, index, pp231, **the 4th Anti-Tank Regt 8th Div, (less one battery)
was captured by the Japs in Malaya, new, A$45.
228/174. (10453) Threlfell, Adrian. Jungle Warriors: From Tobruk to Kokoda and Beyond. A&U, Sydney, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card
covers, plates, map, chapter notes, huge biblio, index, pp309, **how the Australian Army became the world's most deadly jungle fighting force,
vg cond, A$26.
228/175. (5469) Uren, Malcolm. A Thousand Men at War: The Story of the 2/16th Battalion, AIF. Heinemann, London, 1959. 1st ed, 8vo
in poor d/w (now protected) plates, maps, full nominal roll, pp289, **the 2/16th saw active service in the Syrian Campaign (Litani, Sidon and
Damour) and then New Guinea (Kokoda Track, Gona Beach, the Markham and Ramu Valleys, Shaggy Ridge and finally Balikpapan, a very good and
scarce unit history, vg cond, A$110.
228/176. (10271) von Mantueffel, Hasso. The 7th Panzer Division: An Illustrated History of Rommel's "Ghost Division" 1938-1945.
Schiffer, USA, 2000. 1st ed, small 4to in protected d/w, fully illustrated with captions in both German and English, pp160, **the 7th was
one of the most outstanding German armoured divisions in WW2. The French named it 'the Ghost Division' as it had the uncanny knack of appearing
where least expected, vg cond, A$75.
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